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Abstract: Laser speckle imaging is a rapidly developing method to

study changes of blood velocity in the vascular networks. However, to

assess blood flow and vascular responses it is crucial to measure vessel

diameter in addition to blood velocity dynamics. We suggest an algorithm

that allows for dynamical masking of a vessel position and measurements of

it’s diameter from laser speckle images. This approach demonstrates high

reliability and stability.
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1. Introduction

Laser speckle imaging (LSI) offers full-field monitoring of relative blood flow with high tempo-

ral and spatial resolution [1–4]. Although many complex nonlinear processes are involved, laser

speckle imaging is highly correlated with the velocity of red blood cells [5] and is often used to

estimate flow dynamics [5–7]. However, the estimation of flow dynamics from the velocity is

valid only when the vessel diameter remains constant. This is a case of study in microvascular

networks of the kidney [7, 8], skin [9, 10] and brain capillaries [11]. Otherwise alterations of

the diameter contribute significantly to flow changes. This challenges the evaluation of dynam-

ical and vascular responses under spontaneous and induced vasomotion [12]. It is possible to

achieve high quality diameter measurements with intermittent green light but this would lead to

significant decline in temporal resolution and increased complexity of optical setup. Thus, it is

important to estimate diameter dynamics directly from laser speckle data. Although attempts to

estimate stationary vessel diameter from laser speckle data are known [14], dynamical changes

of the diameter due to vasomotion were not discussed yet in the context of laser speckle imag-

ing. We propose a computationally simple algorithm with fewer number of input parameters

that allows for dynamical evaluation of vessel diameter from laser speckle data. The approach

is based on the dynamical mask of vessels rather than on a choice of an appropriate region of

interest and translates relative changes of blood velocity into relative dynamics of blood flow.

The algorithm is oriented towards biomedical researchers.

2. Methods

All animal experimental protocols were approved by the Danish National Animal Experiments

Inspectorate and were conducted in accordance with guidelines of the American Physiological

Society. Coherent infrared light was delivered to the object from the laser module LDM785 con-

trolled by diode driver Thorlabs CLD1011LP with the laser power density of about 10 mW/cm2

[13]. The signal was collected by CMOS camera Basler acA2000-165umNIR with the expo-

sure time of 5 ms while the field of view and frame rate were adjusted depending on the object.

Several laser speckle experiments were performed: (i) in vivo experiments on a single artery

with the diameter of 200 µm from rat mesenterium were designed to test the algorithm. The

experiments were carried out on anesthetized rats with abdomen opened and messenterium ex-

posed. A specially designed chamber with the volume of 300 µl filled with the sodium chloride

solution was inserted under the messenterium. Mesenteric tissue was carefully dissected away

from an artery and the vessel was fixed in the chamber. After baseline recording, a contractile

response of the vessel was provoked by the administration of norepinephrine (NE) followed

by the vasodilator acetylcholine (ACh). Pharmacological administration was carried by replac-

ing 10% of physiological solution in the chamber with the corresponding drug; (ii) in vivo

experiments of mouse cortex were designed to test the algorithm in combination with a ves-

sel segmentation approach. Laser speckle recordings were performed through the scull during

control and during short perfusion with NaCl. The scull was cannulated with two catheters: one
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was for NaCl infusion and the other was for excess removal. Perfusion of the brain with NaCl

led to a significant increase of vessel resistance and drop of blood velocity and flow. Schematic

presentation of both experiment setups is given in Fig. 1.

CMOS Camera

NIR Laser

NIR Laser

CMOS Camera b)a)

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the experiment setup: (a) Imaging of mesenterium arteries

and (b) laser speckle imaging of vascular network in mouse cortex. Both experiments are

done in vivo on anesthetized animals.

Since the present study covers the case when the vessel diameter is not constant, we use

different terminology: ”Speckle value (SV )“ instead of ”Blood flow index (BFI)“. Speckle value

is calculated in the same way as BFI introduced for the case of the constant vessel diameter.

SV is proportional to the mean velocity of scattering particles [5]:

SV = Ī2/σ
2, (1)

where Ī and σ are the mean value and the standard deviation of speckle intensity, calculated

over 25 frames for each pixel.

Since speckle patterns recorded from a single SV frame are noisy, a precise estimation of the

vessel diameter would require data smoothing. However, spatial smoothing leads to a signifi-

cant error in the estimated diameter while temporal smoothing diminishes important dynamical

variations of the diameter and enhances sensitivity to movements. In order to provide precise

and robust diameter measurements we suggest an algorithm that builds a dynamical mask of

the vessel and estimates changes in the diameter. The main features of the algorithm can be

outlined as follows:

• Input: LSIData are SV values in 3D format (x, y, time). Dmin is a minimal expected

diameter of the vessel in pixels (default 1). Error is a maximal allowed relative error

in the first mask estimation (default 100%). N is a number of consequential frames for

temporal smoothing (default 3). Such set of parameters allows one to use the algorithm

without heavy optimization. Dmin can be estimated from LSI data by eye. N is set in

accordance with expected dynamics and sampling rate. Although Error is set to 100%

by default it can be reduced in the case if several pronounced vessels are located close to

each other;

• Output: Dynamical binary mask of the vessel together with its diameter, vessel profile,

SV values and flow dynamics;

• Region requirements: For reliable diameter estimation the vessel length in the region

should be larger than the vessel width. In the case of vessel intersection or 90 degree
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curvature, the vessels should not be parallel to the region borders. The vessel is assumed

to have the same diameter within the region;

• Tortuosity: The algorithm is able to detect and follow tortuosity of the vessel as long as

the above region requirements are met;

• Movement robustness: The algorithm is robust to vessel movements as long as the above

region requirements are met and the initial vessel remains the most pronounced vessel in

the region;

• Precision: The resulting error in diameter measurements depends on the quality of laser

speckle images.

The algorithm is developed to detect dynamical changes in the vessel diameter. But it can be

used in stationary state as well, although the averaged image provides efficient estimation of

the diameter in this case.

Step-by-step description of the algorithm is presented in table 1 and Fig. 2.
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Table 1. Algorithm description.

Action Description Input and output

Step I

1. Temporal smoothing Pixel by pixel moving average

over all frames in LSIData with a

smoothing kernel of N frames

Input: LSIData(x,y, t),N
Output: SData1(x,y, t)

2. Spatial smoothing Gaussian filtering with standard de-

viation of 0.25Dmin

Input: Dmin, SData1(x,y, t)
Output: SData2(x,y, t)

3. Horizontal masking

(Fig. 2, step I, right)

Masking of the highest SV peak in

each frame for each y value, while

scanning in x direction

Input: SData2(x,y, t)
Output: HMask(x,y, t)

4. Vertical masking

(Fig. 2 step I, left)

Masking of the highest peak SV in

each frame for each x value, while

scanning in y direction

Input: SData2(x,y, t)
Output: V Mask(x,y, t)

5. Choice of the opti-

mal direction (horizontal

in Fig. 2)

Finding if the largest intercon-

nected object is in HMask(x,y, t) or

in V Mask(x,y, t)

Input: HMask(x,y, t), V Mask(x,y, t)
Output: Mask1(x,y, t), Direction (H

or V )

6. Artifact removal All interconnected objects except

the largest one are removed

Input: Mask1(x,y, t)
Output: Mask2(x,y, t)

Step II

7. Center line estimation

(Fig. 2 step II, left)

Finding of the center of the masked

region in the chosen direction for

each frame

Input: Mask2(x,y, t), Direction

Output: CMask1(x,y, t)

8. Center line correction Solitary peaks along the scan line

are removed. The center line is

smoothed with moving average

with a kernel of Dmin points.

Input: CMask1(x, t)
Output: CMask2(x,y, t)

9. Vessel profile estima-

tion

(Fig. 2, step II, right)

The angle of the center line is cal-

culated. Vessel profile is calculated

for each frame as an average of

scan lines in the chosen direction

and is centered along the center line

CMask2(x,y, t).

Input: LSIData, CMask2(x, t)
Output: Pro f ile(x, t), Angle(t)

Step III

10. Border and diameter

estimation (Fig. 2, step

III)

Tracking of the minimum of

the second order gradient of the

vessel profile on both sides of

the central line within the range

Mask2(x,y, t)±Error

Input: Pro f ile(x, t), CMask2(x, t),
Mask2(x,y, t)
Output: D(t), Mask3(x,y, t)

11. Center line estima-

tion

The center of the masked region in

the chosen direction is found for

each frame and then smoothed by

moving average.

Input: Mask3(x,y, t)
Output: CMask3(x,y, t)

12. Additional calcula-

tions

Estimating of the flow dynamics

(FD) and velocity (SV ) changes.

Input: LSIData(x,y, t), Mask3(x,y, t),
CMask3(x,y, t), D(t)
Output: SVline, SVvessel , FDline,

FDvessel
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Fig. 2. Main steps of the algorithm for diameter estimation. The top panel represents a

frame of non-smoothed laser speckle data and corresponding SV values along vertical

(green) and horizontal (blue) scan lines. Step I: Rough estimation of the vessel location

and geometry from smoothed data. Notice that the horizontal scan provides better visu-

alization of the vessel geometry. Step II: Detection of the center line (red) that always

belongs to the vessel, creation of the vessel profile obtained as an average of speckle values

over all horizontal scan lines of the frame and centered along the center line coordinates.

Step III: Estimation of the vessel boundary (black) by calculating a relative SV drop from

the center line and the minimum of the second order gradient.

Although we used the second order gradient analysis at 3, 4, and 10 items of the table, one

can use parabolic fitting in two scanning directions (e.g, see Ref. [14]) or any other vessel recog-

nition approach. The user benefits the most from the developed algorithm when the diameter or

vessel position changes in time.
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3. Results

To estimate precision of the computed diameter we calculate a relative error as:

Error =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Dv −Dc

Dc

∣

∣

∣

∣

×100%, (2)

where Dv is a visually determined inner diameter measured by a specialist in three different

places of the vessel and then averaged. Dc is a computationally estimated diameter. Dc repre-

sents either the diameter estimated from smoothed data using the second order gradient analysis

(after Step I) or from the averaged vessel profile using the second order gradient analysis (item

10 in Step III). Figure 3 shows that the step III of the algorithm provides significantly higher

precision in diameter measurements compared to the measurements at the step I. Notice that

the error decreases with the increase of vessel diameter to be estimated.
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Fig. 3. Left panel: Microphotography of a vessel. Red color indicates the outer diameter and

green color marks the inner diameter. Right panel: Relative error of the diameter estimation

calculated from (2) after the step I (dashed curve) and for the step III (solid curve).

In addition to diameter measurements it is also important to understand what SV value stands

for. Theory says it is proportional to the mean particle velocity [5, 6] or linked to it via com-

plicated relations [15] while experimental circulation research often refers to it as a measure of

blood flow [6, 7]. As we discussed, velocity is measured at all situations while blood flow

measurements require additional information about the diameter (whether it is constant or

changing). SV time courses are rarely calculated from a single pixel, typically they are averaged

over a selected region of interest. When the diameter is not constant, SV dynamics depends on

the size and position of regions of interest. This is related to changing number of pixels that

belong to the vessel as the result of changing vessel diameter. As a consequence, this affects

both velocity and flow dynamics.
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Fig. 4. Estimation of speckle value SV through the average over the regions of interest (left

panels) and through dynamical masking approach (right panels). (a) SV frame averaged

over 110 s. Regions R1 and R2 are chosen for the calculation of SV ; (b) SV dynamics

in R1 (green) and R2 (blue). Notice that dynamics depends significantly on the selected

regions of interest; (c) Mask averaged over time. The higher values indicate that the vessel

is detected at the corresponding pixels for longer time; (d) SV measured from the central

line along the vessel (gray), diameter D calculated according to our algorithm (magenta)

and flow dynamics F estimated from SV measurements and calculated diameter. All curves

are normalized by the baseline value recorded for the first 10 s. Notice that SV dynamics

calculated from the regions R1 and R2 does not correspond to the dynamics measured via

dynamical masking. This difference is caused by changing diameter.

Such situation is illustrated in Fig. 4 where pharmacological stimulation provokes contractile

response of the vessel followed by rhythmic oscillations of its diameter. One can see that SV

time series recorded from two regions of interest R1 and R2 demonstrate different dynamics

(a,b) compared to SV recorded along the center line of the dynamically masked region (c,d).

Dynamical masking and SV measurements along the center of the vessel reveal that actual SV

increases during vessel constriction. This is expected reaction of the blood velocity to local

constriction of the vessel as depicted in Fig. 4(d). Knowing SV and diameter one can estimate

blood flow dynamics in the vessel. Flow dynamics is calculated as:

F(t) = D(t)2
×SV (t), (3)

where D(t) and SV (t) are diameter and speckle value at the moment of time t. Since we are

interested in relative dynamical changes, constant coefficients can be neglected.

Another important application of the algorithm for vessel recognition and diameter estima-

tion is a mapping of vascular responses not only in a single vessel but in intact network. In
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this context, laser speckle imaging being a full-field method with relatively high spatial resolu-

tion provides the most benefit. A preliminary version of our algorithm was used to address the

question: How do vessels of different diameters in the retinal network respond to stimuli [16].

Here, we demonstrate a possibility of using the algorithm for segmentation of vascular network

images in accordance with vascular response of particular vessels. We measure diameter, SV ,

and flow dynamics over multiple vessels in the mouse cortex in the control and during perfu-

sion of NaCl and visualize changes across the network (Fig. 5). Inspection of the figure shows

how the diameter of network vessels drops at the beginning of the infusion and returns back

to control values after adaptation period of continuous infusion. Using dynamical masking also

ensures stability of the results with respect to small movements of the tissue while standard

pixel-by-pixel algorithms can lead to significant artifacts. All together this allows one to study

single vessel response to local stimuli in vivo and to detect propagation of the response along

the vascular network.
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Fig. 5. Diameter changes in the mouse cortex vascular network during control measure-

ments (a), vessel contraction at the beginning of NaCl perfusion (b), and vessel relaxation

during continuous NaCl perfusion (c). The bottom panel shows the enlarged region marked

on (a) for all three images on the top panel. Diameter of the vessels is coded by color.

Color-coded diameter is mapped on the mask of vascular network. We used the same mask

in (a), (b), and (c) that was calculated as an average mask over all frames.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we developed the algorithm for dynamical masking of vessels and measurements

of their diameter from laser speckle data. With measured diameter and relative changes in

erythrocyte velocity we are able to estimate blood flow dynamics that opens new perspectives

for using LSI in vascular research. We also demonstrated that dynamical masking provides

highly reliable results in the case of vasomotion in comparison with the results obtained from
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fixed regions of interest. We showed that the algorithm can be used as a basis for segmentation

process of laser speckle images and can be further applied to create different response maps. In

this work we followed the assumption that the mean velocity of particles contributed the most

into the formation of speckle images. It is known, however, that this dependency is nonlinear

and is affected by particle density [15]. As for now, it is not possible to separate velocity and

density components from laser speckle data. However, if one could separate contribution of

each component (i.e. velocity, density, diameter) this would give an access to pressure variations

in vascular beds that is not amenable by other methods yet.
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